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Section 1 : Teachers' Portfolios. The School keeps accurate Teachers' portfolios. These are updated
regularly.



SECTION 2: The schools keeps accurate Learner Feedback Reports and follows up each issue.
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Teachers choose topics that we find very interesting.

Teachers focus mostly on fluency which is where we need to progress most.

No suggestions forwarded.

There were no further comments.



SECTION 3: Learners' Focus Group: Learners are satisfied with the services provided especially with the
quality of the teaching and learning process.
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Section 4: Teachers' Focus Group. Teachers are happy to work at this school. Most of them return year
after year. They agreed that the school does its utmost to help them perform their duties.Throughout the
Focus group it was evident that teachers support each other in their duties and have built a pleasant
working environment.



Classroom One

Section 5: Lesson Observations: Lessons observed were of very good quality. Learners were engaged
and interested. Lessons were pitched at the right level. A high level of interaction between students
themselves and between students and the teacher supported the learning process.



Ms Marthese Giordimaina Present Cavendish School of English

02 Discussion: Cities Inermediate

10 25 minutes Wednesday 3rd August 2016

Students are divided into groups of five and discuss their hometown. Teacher goes round to support
students. Students present what they learned from their friend to the class.

The part of the lesson observed was excellent in terms of the teacher’s rapport with students and the
general atmosphere conducive to learning. The teacher managed to promote learning from peers and
involve students through a variety of interaction.

The part of the lesson observed was competently taught in terms of the teacher’s ability to deal with
errors effectively and make continuous use of effective questioning techniques. The lesson appeared to
be pitched at the right level for students and was paced appropriately.





Classroom Two



Ms Marthese Giordimaina
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Present

speaking practice

25 minutes
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Four students are very focused on what the teacher is saying. Teacher used her laptop very affectively.
Picture interpretation were very successful in engaging students.

The part of the lesson observed was excellent in terms of the teacher’s rapport with students and the
general atmosphere conducive to learning.

The teacher managed to promote learning from peers and involve students through a variety of
interaction.

The part of the lesson observed was competently taught in terms of the teacher’s ability to deal with
errors effectively and make continuous use of effective questioning techniques.

The lesson appeared to be pitched at the right level for students and was paced appropriately.





Section 6: Discussion of the Report: The DoS and all members of the staff were very helpful throughout
the visit. Everyone collaborated wholeheartedly and made the visit a pleasant one.
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